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Part 1 – The Packard Commission (Findings and Recommendations)

Part 2 – Acquisition Today (Needs and Solutions)



Part 1 – The “Packard Commission”

Findings and Recommendations:

• Planning and Budgeting

• Acquisition Organization

• Recommendations
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National Security Planning and Budgeting

• Better long-range planning must be based on military advice of an order not now always 

available - - fiscally constrained, forward looking, and fully integrated.  This advice must 

incorporate the best possible assessment of our overall military posture vis-à-vis potential 

opponents, and must candidly evaluate the performance and readiness of the individual 

services and the Unified Specific Commands.

• Congressional approval of the budget on a year-to-year basis contributes to and reinforces the 

Department’s own historical penchant for defense management by fits and starts.  Anticipated 

defense dollars are always in flux.  Individual programs must be hastily  and repeatedly 

accommodated to shifting overall budgets, irrespective of military strategy and planning.  The 

net effect of this is significant – and it can be avoided.

• Biennial budgeting, authorization and appropriation of major programs not annually but only at 

key milestones, and a focus on strategy and operational concepts instead of line items are 

among the most important changes that could be made to improve defense planning.  They 

would enhance the congressional role in framing good national security policy.

• Budgeting based on strategy and operational concept also would provide a far greater 

improvement in the performance of the Office of the Secretary of Defense than would any 

legislated  reorganization of that Office.  In general we believe, Congress should permit the 

Secretary to organize his office as he chooses to accomplish centralized policy formulation and 

decentralized implementation within the Department.

• The Commission concludes that new procedures are required to help the Administration and the 

Congress do the necessary long-range planning and meaningfully assess what military forces 

are needed to meet our national security objectives.  Public and official debate must be brought 

to bear on these larger defense policy questions.  The Commission strongly urges adoption of a 

process that emphasizes the element of sound, professional military advice provided within 

realistic confines of anticipated long-term funding.
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Acquisition Organization and Procedures

• Our study of acquisition reveals, and our collective experience fully confirms, that there are certain 

common characteristics of successful commercial and government projects.  Short, unambiguous lines 

of communication among levels of management, small staffs of highly competent professional 

personnel, and emphasis on innovation and productivity, smart buying practices, and, most importantly, 

a stable environment of planning and funding - - all are characteristics of efficient and successful 

management

• Over the long term, there has been chronic instability in top-line funding and even worse, in programs.  

This eliminates key economics of scale, stretches out programs, and discourages contractors from 

making the long-term investments required to improve productivity.

• Each new statute adopted by Congress has spawned more administrative regulation.  As law and 

regulation have proliferated, defense acquisition has become ever more bureaucratic and encumbered 

by unproductive layers of management and overstaffing.

• Responsibility for acquisition policy has become fragmented.  There is today no single senior official in 

the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) working full-time to provide overall supervision of the 

acquisition system.  While otherwise convinced that the Secretary should be left free to organize his 

office as he see fit, the Commission concludes that the demands of the acquisition system have become 

so weighty as to require organizational change within that office.

• In the absence of such a senior OSD official, policy responsibility has tended to devolve to the Services, 

where at times it has been exercised without the necessary coordination or uniformity.
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Recommendations
• We strongly recommend creation by statute of the new position of Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) and 

authorization of an additional Level II appointment in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.  This Under 

Secretary, who should have a solid industrial background, would be a full-time Defense Acquisition Executive.  He 

would set overall policy for procurement and research and development (R&D), supervise the performance of the 

entire acquisition system, and establish policy for administrative oversight and auditing of defense contractors.

• The Army, Navy, and Air Force should each establish a comparable senior position filled by a top-level civilian 

Presidential appointee.  The role of the Services’ Acquisition Executives would mirror that of the Defense 

Acquisition Executive.  

• Congress should work with the Administration to recodify all federal statutes governing procurement into a single 

government-wide procurement statute.  This recodification should aim not only at consolidation, but more 

importantly at simplification and consistency.

• The Joint Requirements and Management Board (JRMB) should be co-chaired by the USD (Acquisition) and the 

Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  The JRMS should play an active and important role in all joint 

programs and in appropriate Service programs by defining weapons requirements, selecting programs for 

development, and providing thereby an early trade-off between cost and performance.

• Rather than relying on excessively rigid military specifications, DoD should make much greater use of 

components, systems, and services available “off the shelf.”  It should develop new or custom-made items only 

when it has been established that those readily available are clearly inadequate to meet military requirements.

• A high priority should be given to building and testing prototype systems and subsystems before proceeding with 

full-scale development.  This early phase of R&D should employ extensive informal competition and use 

streamlined procurement processes.  It should demonstrate that the new technology under test can substantially 

improve military capability, and should as well provide a basis for making realistic cost estimates prior to a full 

scale development decision.
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Cost Growth in Major Projects (RAND)
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Also: “Improving the Military Acquisition Process – Lessons from Rand Research.” (R-3373-AF/RC) 

The Rand Corporation, 1986.
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Cost Growth in Major Projects (TASC)
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Part 2- Acquisition Today - - Needs and Solutions
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Shrinking and Uncertain Defense Budgets        

and Declining Force Structures

[Source: Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS)]

?Troops
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The State of Global Security*
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* Source: Exelis Analysis
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Some Summary Statements on the Environment

 Perhaps the biggest national security concern is the U.S. 

economy – former Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff: “America’s 

#1 national security threat is the deficit.”

 Regarding the Security Environment – Former Director of 

National Intelligence: “More challenges today than we’ve had in 

the last 50 years.”

 In terms of the combined economic and security environment – a 

senior military officer in the intelligence field: “the controlling 

concern we have today is uncertainty.”
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Research Funding Trends*(critical for Economic       

competitiveness and security “technological leadership”)*

*Sources: Top Fig.: David Mowery “ Military R&D and Innovation” (University of California Press, 2007); Lower 

Fig.: National Science Foundation, S&E Indicators 2006; OECD, Main S&T Indicators database, Nov. 2004 
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(Gov. & Ind.)

Industry

Govt.

These data demonstrate why Technology monitoring (all U.S. and Global) is so 

important for future security and economic competitiveness 



Continuing Problems in DoD’s Acquisitions Have Caused Increased 

Regulation and Oversight - - Further Increasing  Costs; and Driving 

Away Commercial Firms

Note 1:  That the sum of corp. tax and individual taxes in 2011 was $1.402 trillion (far less than the estimated 

regulatory compliance costs).

Note 2: The TASC/Coopers and Lybrand study of the 18% “regulatory cost impact on DoD purchases” was 

done in 1994. A 2014 Air Force report said the regulatory cost increase  is now 25%.

OMB and SBA estimated Regulatory Compliance costs of $1.752 trillion in 2008 (up 

from $1.1 trillion in 2005 and $843 billion in 2001)

Total Number of Pages in the Code of 

Federal Regulations*

13  

*Source: Mclaughlin, Patrick A., On The Human Costs Of The Us Regulatory System: Should Congress Pressure Agencies to Make Rules Faster?, August 1, 2013
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Example of Potential Benefits of “Buying Commercial”: 

at the Parts Level:

*Sources: “A Quest for Excellence”-“The President‘s Blue Ribbon Commission Defense Acquisition;” (from Packard Commission), June 1986 

For Same Environment and Performance

COMMERCIAL          MIL SPEC

Semiconductor PART COST

Bi-polar digital logic $1.67 $15.78

Bi-polar linear $0.42                              $11.40

RELIABILITY FAILURE INDEX (ppm)   0.06                                1.9 – 4.6 

LEAD TIME NEW PART                           1-12 months                   17-51 months

After seeing this (and other comparable data) on the “Packard Commission”, Defense 

Secretary Perry issued a Directive for DoD to “use Commercial Specs and Standards” 

(which has not been followed)
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Joint Direct Attack Munitions (JDAM) Program

 The JDAM System is a tail kit for 
converting gravity-guided 
munitions to GPS or computer-
guided munitions (i.e. converting 
“dumb” bombs to “smart” bombs)

 A key “pilot program” in DoD’s 
push for using commercial 
acquisition strategies – granted 
expedited waiver status (25 in total)

 Program cost figures:

– Historical system price 
estimate: $68,000 (i.e. “ICA”)

– Price requirement: $40,000

– Initial system price:$18,000**

Strategy
•Continuous competition

•Max. commercial*

•Warranties

•“Best value” selection

• Well-Educated and Experienced PM

* Achieved 85% of the cost, commercial
15

A Success Story

➡Requirements (per CSAF)
1.“Hit the target”
2.“Work”
3.“Cost under $40,000”

**after 190,000 units delivered (per SAR) average price 

<$20,000 (incl. with changes and inflation)
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The “Perry Memo” 29 June 1994
MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Under Secretaries of Defense Comptroller Assistant 

Secretary of Defense (Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence) General 

Counsel Inspector General Director of Operational Test and Evaluation Directors of the 

Defense Agencies Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Special Operations Command

SUBJECT: Specifications & Standards – A New Way of Doing Business

To meet future needs, the Department of Defense must increase access to commercial 

state-of-the-art technology and must facilitate the adoption by its suppliers of business 

processes characteristic of world-class suppliers.  In addition, integration of commercial 

and military development and manufacturing facilitates the development of dual-use 

processes and products and contributes to an expanded industrial base that is capable of 

meeting defense needs at lower costs.

I have repeatedly stated that moving to greater use of performance and commercial 

specifications and standards is one the most important actions that DoD must take to 

ensure we are able to meet our military, economic, and policy objectives in the future.  

Moreover, the Vice President’s National Performance Review recommends that agencies 

avoid government-unique requirements and rely more on the commercial marketplace.
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Examples of U. S. Legislative, regulatory, policy and practices “barriers” to 

Civil/Military Industrial Integration and to buying Commercial

• “Specialized” (government unique) cost accounting requirements

• Export Controls (including on  sub-contracts)

• Loss of Intellectual Property  

• Extensive Oversight and auditing

• 50% Depot law (on maintenance and “core” work)

• Legislative Elimination of Public/Private competitions

• Extensive reports required - - including on sub-contractors (e.g. on 

finance, quality and manpower)

• Insufficient education of buyers and Program Managers (e.g. on 

“buying commercial” (FAR part12, FASA, OTA, etc) and on 

industry incentives).

• Growing Focus on Low Price vs. “Best Value”

• “Buy American” legislation

(continued)
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(continued)
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• “Compliance culture” (fear of risk)

• Socio-Economic Requirements

• Security Requirements

• Budget and Market annual uncertainties

• Unique military specifications

• “Conflict minerals” prohibitions

• Contract Finance/Payments laws

• Mandated low profit margins on sales to government

• Push for more “insourcing”

Examples of U.S. Legislative, regulatory, Policy and practices “barriers” to 

Civil/Military Industrial Integration and to buying Commercial  (continued)

These “barriers” must be lowered and/or removed!

Note: “Better Buying Power 3.0” says: “remove barriers to buying

commercial ” ; and President Xi (in China) is pushing for greater

Civil/Military Industrial Integration

17
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DoD Logistics (the highest – cost 

acquisition area) is Not “World Class”
 Not a single, integrated, secure I.T. System (current estimate is ≈ 2000 

individual systems)

 Does not provide total asset visibility (as FedEx and U.P.S. do)

 Does not provide Government/Industry (demand/supply) links for rapid

response (as Walmart and Dell do)

 50% of the maintenance is sole-source [depots]

 Does not provide adequate inventory visibility*

─ Over 1/3 of the stored munitions at Letterkenny are obsolete

─ Army lost track of $5.8 billion of supplies, between 2003 and              

2011 

─ “DLA has about $14 billion of inventory, and probably half of 

that is excess to what we need” (V. Adm. Harnitchek (2013))

 Air Force’s “Expeditionary Combat Support System” cost $1.03 

Billion, between 2005 and 2012; but then was cancelled**   *  

 A Law required the DoD to be audit-ready by 1996; current 

estimates are that it will not be audit-ready by the end of 2015.*

* Source: Scott Paltrow “Unaccountable”: Reuters (November 18, 2013)                                                                             

** The problems (according to an A.F. internal inquiry were “muddled governance, ineffective change 

management, and revolving door leadership” (Sean Reilly, Federal Times, December 2, 2013) 
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Not What I have in Mind

19
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Results comparisons in Availability and Response 
Time (PBL is “Performance Based Logistics”)*

F-14 LANTIRN

Navy Program Pre-PBL Post-PBL*

H-60 Avionics

F/A-18 Stores 

Mgmt System (SMS)

Tires

APU

73% 90%

71% 85%

65% 90%

70% 85%

98%65%

Material Availability Logistics Response Time

Pre-PBL Post-PBL*

56.9 Days 5 Days

52.7 Days 8 Days

42.6 Days 2 Days CONUS

7 Days OCONUS

28.9 Days 2 Days CONUS

4 Days OCONUS

35 Days 6.5 Days

* PBL  is contractor-based [an AIA study said PBL could save $25-$30 billion per year]

20
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Summary of Current Needs Regarding 

Defense Industrial Base

Transformation to focus on:

• Affordability (procurement and life cycle costs)

• Responsiveness (government and industry)

• Government Gain benefits of commercial and global 

• Maintaining “Technological Superiority”

• Assuring the incentives from competition (at all levels, and for 

all non-inherently-governmental work)

“The last two decades have seen a consolidation of the Defense Industry around 

20th Century Needs – The next step is DoD leadership in transforming to a 21st

Century National Security Industrial Structure.”

(DSB Report on 21st Century Defense Industry, 2008)

21
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Two Examples of U.S. loss of Global Leadership in 

Critical Security Technologies 

• Night-Vision Devices – French are ahead (per Army Night 

Vision Lab)

• Vehicle Armor (we recently chose Israel’s Armor, and they 

are setting up a U.S. facility)

22
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THE FUTURE POSTPONED
Why Declining Investment in Basic Research
Threatens a U.S. Innovation Deficit

A Report by the MIT Committee to Evaluate the Innovation  Deficit

April 27, 2015

23

Photo of #1 

Supercomputer in the 

world (at the Chinese 

“National University of 

Defense Technology”)
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2014was a year of notable

scientific highlights, including:

◗ the first landing on a comet, which has

already shed important light on the formation

of the Earth;

◗ the discovery of a new fundamental particle,

which provides critical information on the

origin of the universe;

◗ development of the world’s fastest

supercomputer;

◗ a surge in research on plant biology that is

uncovering new and better ways to meet

global food requirements.

None of these, however, were U.S.-led achievements.

The first two reflected 10-year, European-

led efforts; the second two are Chinese

accomplishments, reflecting that nation’s emergence

as a science and technology power. Hence the wide-spread 

concern over a growing U.S. innovation deficit, attributable in 

part to declining public investment in research (see figure).

This report provides a number of tangible examples

of under-exploited areas of science and likely consequences 

in the form of an innovation deficit, including:

◗ opportunities with high potential for big

payoffs in health, energy, and high-tech

industries;

24
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for Science and 

Engineering at 

Universities dropped 

$3 Billion from 2011 

to 2013



The Greatest Incentives for Innovations to achieve a Higher Performance at lower 

costs come from continuous competition: A success story is The Great Engine War 

(Pitted P&W against G.E to supply different engines for F-15s and F-16s)

• Improved Reliability 

• Shop visit rate per 1000 engine flight hours is half the pre-competition engines

• Scheduled depot return increased from 900 cycle to 4000 cycles

• Improved contractor responsiveness, as well as investments to improve efficiency, 
upgrade manufacturing capability, and other capital investments and engineering 
investments to reduce costs, improve quality, and improve performance

• Lower-cost warranties--significant savings gained from the original, sole-source 
P&W warranty cost

• Dual lower-tier suppliers utilized and hence operational flexibility and an enlarged 
industrial base

• Considerable protection from production disruption, or engine problems

• Estimated $2 – 3 billion in net savings (then-year dollars) over the 20 year lifecycle 
of the aircraft

Both New Engines Proved to be More Capable, Durable, and 

Supportable, and at Lower Costs Than the Current Engine
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Biggest cost drivers of goods and services are “changes” 

(technical, quantitative, threats, budgets, schedules, etc.)

26

“Original Contract”

With sole-source awards the Prime has a monopoly on all change 

orders and an incentive to create them.
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Results of DoD Public/Private Competitions: 1978 - 1994

510 $470 27%

733 $560 36%

Marine Corps 39 $23 34%

806 $411 30%

Defense Agencies 50 $13 28%

2,138 $1,478 31%

Average Annual 

Savings ($M)

Percent 

Savings

Total

Competitions 

Completed

Army

Air Force

Navy

Defense Reform Initiative Report, Nov 1997 

27
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DoD “Competitive Sourcing” (A-76) 

Demonstrated Results 1994 – 2003

Winning 

Bidder

Number of 

Competitions 

Won

Civilian Positions 

Competed 

(Excluding Direct 

Conversions)

MEO FTEs*

(Excluding 

Direct 

Conversions)

% Decrease 

from Civilian 

Authorizations 

to Government 

MEO FTEs

In-House 525 (44%) 41,793 23,253 44%

Contractor

Total

667 (56%)

1,192

23,364

65,157

16,848

40,101

28%**

38%***

Source: Competitive Sourcing: What Happens to Federal Employees? Jacques S. Gansler and William Lucyshyn, October 2004 

* MEO= Most Efficient Organization (as proposed by government workers)

** Even for the competitions won by the contractor, the MEOs proposed                                                    

decreases of 28% in the FTE headcount  

***No matter who won, the involuntary terminations of government workers                                      

(RIFs) averaged only 5% 1)

28

But Congress has 

“outlawed”A-76 

competitions!
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Cost Comparison Studies of “Insourcing”

 CBO: “Logistics Support for Deployed Military Forces,”
October, 2005

“Over a 20 year period, using army military units would cost roughly 90% 

more than using contractors”

And “Contractors can be hired and terminated as needed”

 GAO:  “Warfighter Support:  A Cost Comparison of Using State 

Department Employees vs. Contractors for Security Services in 

Iraq,” March 4, 2010

“Using State Department employees to provide state security for the 

Embassy in Bagdad would cost approximately $858 million for 1 year; vs. 

$78M charged by contractor” (over 90% more for State Department 

employees).

29                      

But there is still pressure for more “insourcing”
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Source: Testimony of Robert Schmidt, National Co-Chair, Small Business Technology Council: Before the Committee on Small Business, UNITED STATES HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES, Washington, D.C. , May 21, 2014.
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A Critical Need is Educating the Contracting and 

Program Management Workforce 

- - in order to Implement the Necessary Changes:

•Education in “buying commercial” and in the allowable actions to 

overcome the “barriers” to civil/military integration

•Education in creating effective incentives for the suppliers, and the 

government workforce

Of course, the “teachers/mentors” must understand the 

benefits, and how to overcome the barriers, and these 

must be stressed in the courses - - which unfortunately, 

is not the case today.

Rather, the emphasis is on “compliance with the rules –

vs “Leadership for change”
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Example of the “Crisis” in the Public Sector Workforce
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Current Security Needs and the Current Adverse Trends 

33

Needs Trends

1. Maintain “Technological Superiority” 1. Cuts in research funding

2. Take advantage of commercial and global 

technologies

2. Legislative and regulatory “Barriers” to commercial 

and global technologies

3. Removal of the legislative and regulator “barriers”
to buying commercial or global [BBP 3.0]

3. Increasing “barriers” (currently 186,000 pages of the 

Code of Federal Regulations) [e.g. Boeing Transports]

4. Reducing logistics costs and improving 

performance

4. DoD logistics not world class; and most expensive of 

acquisition costs 

5. Keeping up with global technologies 5. U.S. behind in many critical security areas

6. Reducing costs of required goods and services 6. Increasing costs of goods and services [e.g. F-35]

7. “Rules” are based on buying “goods” 7. Services are over 60% of the expenditures (incl. I. T.)

8. Need greater emphasis on innovation
8. Large Corporations resist (politically) the small 

business “set asides” (e.g. SBIR)

9.  More emphasis on experience & training of 

acquisition workforce: and they must be recognized 

as a “critical resource”

9. 55% of acquisition workforce has less than 5 years of 

experience ; and insufficient emphasis on Leadership for 

change (vs. “learn the rules”)

10. Greater use of “smart competition” (for higher 

performance at lower costs).

10. Significant push for “insourcing” (even if not 

inherently governmental” and, when completed, initial 

Awards increasingly based on “LPTA” vs (“Best Value”); 

then, “changes” after initial award are sole-sourced

11. Faster cycle times (in reaction to new needs)
11. Increasing cycle times [e.g. F-22] and time to 

overcome resistance to changes
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• Declining and uncertain Defense Budgets (especially for R & D)

• Growing Global and non-traditional National Security Concerns 

• Maintaining Technological Leadership (in a rapidly-changing world)

• Achieving Rapid Response to change

• Recognize the increased acquisition of services (when rules are 

based on buying goods)

Areas for Solutions:

1. What we buy (the “requirements” and “budget” processes)

2. How we buy (the “acquisition” process; and the regulation thereof)

3. From whom we buy (the “defense industrial base”)

4. Who does the buying (the acquisition workforce)

5. How we support (the Logistics process)

It is increasingly recognized (by Congress, the DoD and the Industry) that changes are required - -

and the 5 areas are interrelated, and that all impact effectiveness and affordability: So, Government,

Industry, and Universities must work (in partnership) in researching and innovating in these areas;

and overcoming the cultural and political resistance to change.

34

The Challenge:

Summary
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